


Starting to Explore Newspaper Reports



Success Criteria

Aim
• I can start to understand the features of a newspaper report.

• I can rewrite a report so that it has a different focus.

• I can use my understanding of headlines to suggest effective headlines 
for given stories.

• I can work with a friend to pick out and discuss the 5Ws and a caption.

• I can start to write in the style of a newspaper report by rewriting a 
newspaper report so that it has a different focus. 



SNOW JOKE!

CHAOS ON RAILS

GOING FOR GOLD

FANTASTIC GYMNASTICS

COD DO BATTER

PAWS FOR THOUGHT

Discuss with someone what you think the stories were about by looking at these 
headlines from newspaper articles.

Headlines



Headlines

SNOW JOKE!

A play on words for ‘It’s No Joke.’ (You have to say it quickly)
When words and phrases have double meanings in this way,                              

it is also called a pun.

This could be a story about how some snowfall is causing problems                         
for people and isn’t fun as a result.

What ideas did you come up with?
There are no right or wrong answers but this is what they could be about…



Headlines

CHAOS ON RAILS

This could be a story about how there is significant difficulty for people                
getting around on the railways. Notice how some words are missed out to               

make it snappy.

If you were going to say this in a full sentence, it would say..
‘There is chaos on the railways.’

What ideas did you come up with?
There are no right or wrong answers but this is what they could be about…



Headlines

What ideas did you come up with?
There are no right or wrong answers but this is what they could be about…

GOING FOR GOLD

This could be a story about an athlete 
who is hoping to win a gold medal.

Notice the use of alliteration makes 
this headline catchy.

Alliteration is when the first sound or 
letter for each word in a series of words 

is the same.   

E.g. Waterproof wellies make              
wet days wonderful.



Headlines

What ideas did you come up with?
There are no right or wrong answers but this is what they could be about…

FANTASTIC GYMNASTICS

This could be a story about a team of gymnasts performing                                   
very well in a competition.

Notice the use of rhyme makes this headline catchy.



Headlines

What ideas did you come up with?
There are no right or wrong answers but this is what they could be about…

COD DO BATTER

Another play on words/pun. Fish and chip shop words have been substituted            
here for a joke to change, ‘COULD DO BETTER.’

This could be a story about a fish and chip shop that has lost an award                       
or been marked with a low hygiene rating perhaps.



Headlines

What ideas did you come up with?
There are no right or wrong answers but this is what they could be about…

PAWS FOR THOUGHT

This particular play on words uses a homophone.
Pause and paws are the homophones.

This might be a story about a campaign urging people to stop and think before 
they get a dog or cat, if they may be unable to properly look after it. 



Headlines

So headlines should:

• link to what the story is about;

• be short;

• be eye-catching;

• be big and bold;

• grab the reader’s interest.

Headlines might include:

• alliteration;

• rhyming;

• a play on words, perhaps using a 

homophone.



Writing Headlines

Can you think of some possible headlines for these stories?
Jot down all the possible ideas on your whiteboards.

A mouse is transported to Mars and 
survives there for a week before 

returning to Earth.

A chef wins a competition for creating 
an imaginative pasta dish.



Writing Headlines

Can you think of some possible headlines for this newspaper report linked to            
‘The Hodgeheg’?

Read the first paragraph of the newspaper report and then jot down possible 
suggestions for a headline on your whiteboards.

Yesterday, well-loved crossing patrol officer, 
Gladys Crossed, aged 65, had the shock of her 
life because a family of hedgehogs joined her 
at the kerbside wanting to be crossed over the 
road at the spot where Gladys works near 
Holton Primary School. This happened at 
approximately quarter past eight, just after 
Mrs Crossed turned up for work but before the 
arrival of any school children on the scene. 

Decide which headline you 
like best and write it in the 

space provided on your 
Explore the Features of a 

Newspaper Activity Sheet in 
big capital letters. 



The First Paragraph 

Let’s focus in on the first paragraph of this newspaper report.

Yesterday, well-loved crossing 
patrol officer, Gladys Crossed, 
aged 65, had the shock of her life 
because a family of hedgehogs 
joined her at the kerbside wanting 
to be crossed over the road at the 
spot where Gladys works near 
Holton Primary School. This 
happened at approximately 
quarter past eight, just after Mrs 
Crossed turned up for work but 
before the arrival of any school 
children on the scene. 

The first paragraph of a newspaper report 
should include answers to the 5Ws:

Who?

What?

Where?

When?

Why?



The First Paragraph 

Underline where these questions are 
answered in the text. See the bottom of 
your activity sheet for the key. 

For now, just focus on the opening 
paragraph.

Why do you think most of this 
information is shared within the  first 
paragraph?

The first paragraph of a 
newspaper report should include 

answers to the 5Ws:

Who?

What?

Where?

When?

Why?



The First Paragraph 

How did you colour-code the first paragraph?

Yesterday, well-loved crossing patrol officer, Gladys Crossed, aged 65, 

had the shock of her life because a family of hedgehogs joined her at the 

kerbside wanting to be crossed over the road at the spot where Gladys 

works near Holton Primary School. This happened at approximately 

quarter past eight, just after Mrs Crossed turned up for work but before 

the arrival of any school children on the scene. 



Exploring Some Features                                  
of a Newspaper Report

Now read the full newspaper report 
and colour code according to the 

key as you find the 5Ws included in 
other paragraphs Also, can you 

work together to find the caption?

Answers



THE HERALD

Who Let the Hogs Out?
Yesterday, well-loved crossing patrol officer, Gladys Crossed,
aged 65, had the shock of her life because a family of
hedgehogs joined her at the kerbside wanting to be crossed over
the road at the spot where Gladys works near Holton Primary
School. This happened at approximately quarter past eight, just
after Mrs Crossed turned up for work but before the arrival of
any school children on the scene.

Gladys, who has worked as a crossing patrol officer since 2003,
told us that this is the most unusual thing that has happened
to her since she has been in the job. “Obviously, I see a lot of
drama in this job. I’ve helped children who have fallen over and
cut their knee and one day someone’s umbrella blew off down
the street. This experience has been something else though!”

Gladys wasn’t the only one to witness this adventurous family
crossing the road in the safest way possible. The motorists in
the cars she stopped could not believe their eyes.

John Green, 46 of Vernon Grove, was out driving his daughters
to college when he was stopped by Gladys as she stepped in to
the road with her lollipop. “At first I wondered what she was
doing as I couldn’t see anyone around. It was then that one of
my daughters told me to look downwards. I couldn’t believe it
when I saw the line of hedgehogs walking in a calm and
orderly way across the road.”

Safety-conscious Gladys, pictured here with
her lollipop, is happy to help people and
animals across the road.

After crossing over the road, the family of
hedgehogs, who varied in size, headed casually
towards the park. It remains to be seen
whether the incident yesterday was a one-off
or whether the hedgehogs will ever appear
again to be crossed over the road by Gladys.

Gladys, who has three grandchildren who love
hedgehogs, told The Herald that she is keeping
an open mind over whether the hedgehogs will
require her services again. “Naturally, I love
hedgehogs so I’d be delighted to help them
safely across this dangerous road but I guess
we will just have to see what happens.”



Captions

Where do you find a caption in a newspaper report?

Safety-conscious Gladys, pictured here with
her lollipop, is happy to help people and
animals across the road.

The present 
tense is used.

It says who and what is 
in the picture. It might 
say where the picture 

was taken.

Unlike the rest of the report, the caption is often written in the present tense. 
Sometimes, the caption is in the past tense though.



Captions

If you saw this picture in a newspaper, what might the                             
caption say underneath?



A Different Point of View

Let’s imagine that hedgehogs 
have newspapers (and that they 

can read and write)!

We will rewrite the newspaper 
report, keeping the basic 

structure the same, but this time 
we will make Max the focus of 

the report rather than the 
lollipop lady.



A Different Point of View

We will rewrite the newspaper report, keeping the basic structure the same,                
but this time we will make Max the focus of the report rather than the                

crossing patrol worker. 

Yesterday, well-loved crossing patrol officer, Gladys Crossed, aged 65, had the 
shock of her life because a family of hedgehogs joined her at the kerbside wanting 
to be crossed over the road at the spot where Gladys works near Holton Primary 
School. This happened at approximately quarter past eight, just after Mrs Crossed 
turned up for work but before the arrival of any school children on the scene. 

Yesterday, determined local hedgehog, Max, aged 4 months, achieved what he had 
been trying to for weeks when he succeeded in safely crossing his family over the 
road using the services of the crossing patrol near Holton Primary School. This 
happened at approximately quarter past eight, just after Mrs Crossed, the crossing 
patrol official, turned up for work but before the arrival of any school children on 
the scene. 

Which parts have changed?

Yesterday, determined local hedgehog, Max, aged 4 months, achieved what he had 
been trying to for weeks when he succeeded in safely crossing his family over the 
road using the services of the crossing patrol near Holton Primary School. This 
happened at approximately quarter past eight, just after Mrs Crossed, the crossing 
patrol official, turned up for work but before the arrival of any school children on 
the scene. 



Change the Report

Now work on your activity sheet to rewrite the newspaper report                        
so that it is all about Max.



Success Criteria

Aim
• I can start to understand the features of a newspaper report.

• I can rewrite a report so that it has a different focus.

• I can use my understanding of headlines to suggest effective headlines 
for given stories.

• I can work with a friend to pick out and discuss the 5Ws and a caption.

• I can start to write in the style of a newspaper report by rewriting a 
newspaper report so that it has a different focus. 




